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Age dynamics of increase in thyroid volume (TV) was studied in healthy persons of both sex. TV was determined based on ultrasound measurements of three linear parameters: length (a), width (b) and thickness (c). TV was calculated with the formula: \( TV = 2 \times (0.524 \times a \times b \times c) \). There were 5291 males and 6153 females, whose ages ranged from 3-31 years. Following parameters were studied: absolute increase of TV, growth rate and increase rate of TV, relative growth rate of TV. TV growth was found to be irregular in different age periods. Differences in TV growth between men and women as well as age periods of the most marked TV growth were ascertained. The obtained results allow to evaluate changes in TV in healthy persons most objectively.

Introduction

Sonography has found a wide clinical use as method for investigation of the thyroid gland. It is successfully applied for the measurement of thyroid size (1, 8, 9, 13), evaluation of thyroid structure to detect nodular or cystic diseases as well as differentiation between intra-and extrathyroid lesions (7, 10). Over the past few years, considerable informations on thyroid size in children and adults at different ages were collected (4, 5, 11, 12). The experience in use of ultrasound for the measurement of thyroid size in mass screening examinations of the population was accumulated (2, 3). However, age dynamics of TV growth in childhood and adolescence are not completely clear. In the most publications, investigations were carried out either in separate age groups, or in small samples. At the same time, ultrasound morphometry enables a thorough in vivo analysis of peculiarities of thyroid growth at different ages.

The goal of this study was the analysis of dynamics of change in thyroid volume in the age interval from 3 to 31 years, elucidation of main periods of thyroid volume growth as well as comparison of characteristic of thyroid volume growth in males and females.

Materials and Methods

In 11 444 people (5 291 males and 6 153 females), age ranged from 3 to 31, thyroid volume was determined using real-time ultrasoundography in the method proposed by Brun et al. (6). Investigations were conducted from May 1988 to May 1993. All persons lived in south-west districts of Kaluga region, in Russia, nobody of whom had any signs or symptoms of thyroid disturbances or thyroid diseases in medical history. The hormone levels of T3, T4, free T4 and TSH in blood serum were within the normal range.

Ultrasonographies were performed using TOSHIBA (Japan) equipment: SSA-240 A and SAL-38 B with sector mechanical UST 7.5 MHz transducer covered by a WBK-51 balloon filled with water. Investigations were carried out by the common standard procedure. Linear sizes of thyroid lobes were measured. The volume of each lobe was calculated by the following formula:

\[ V = a \times b \times c \times 0.524, \]

where a-length, b-width and c-thickness of the lobe.

Thyroid volume was determined by simple summing volumes of right and left lobes.

Age dynamics of thyroid volume were analyzed basing on indices which characterize dynamic series: absolute increase of thyroid volume, growth rate and increase rate of thyroid volume, relative growth rate of thyroid volume.

1. Absolute increase was equal to the difference between subsequent and previous members of series (of arithmetical means of thyroid volume). Absolute increase = \( V_i - V_{i-1} \) (i = 3, 4, ..., 30).

2. Growth rate was calculated by the ratio of each subsequent member of series to previous one taken as 100 %. Growth rate = \( \frac{V_i}{V_{i-1}} \times 100 \% \).

3. Increase rate was calculated by the ratio of absolute increase to previous member of series taken as 100 %. Increase rate = \( \frac{V_i - V_{i-1}}{V_{i-1}} \times 100 \% \), where \( V_{i-1} \) and \( V_i \) are successive members of series.

4. Relative thyroid growth was calculated by the Mine's formula:

\[ W = \frac{(V_i - V_2)}{V_2} \times 100 \% \]

where \( V_2 \)-constant index which is equal to thyroid volume (TV) at the age of 3 years, \( V_{i-1} \) and \( V_{i} \)-previous and subsequent members of series.
Results and Discussion

As the result of examinations, TV in persons, 3-31 years of age, was established. All persons examined were divided into sex and age groups (age interval - 1 year). Mean TV (arithm. mean) was calculated in each age group. On the basis of mean thyoid volume, we calculated following values: absolute increase in thyroid volume, growth rate, increase rate, relative growth rate of thyroid volume (Tables 1 and 2).

Absolute increase of thyroid volume in boys, teen-agers and youths presented a variable value. The highest absolute increase of TV was noted in males aged from 13-20 years. Average annual absolute increase in TV during this period made up 1.5 ml. The highest absolute increase in TV occurred in females aged from 11-16 years. Average annual absolute increase in TV was 0.98 ml during this period.

Growth rate of TV in different age periods ranged from 92 % up to 188 % in males and from 87 % up to 150 % in females.

Fig. 1 and 2 show increase rates of TV both for males and females based on experimental data and those resulted from smoothed curve in the method of sliding mean.

The highest increase rate of TV was noted both in males and females up to 6 years of age and made up about 20 %. Subsequently, a stable trend to reduction of increase rate of TV was observed. After the age of 23-24 years, it comes practically to zero.

From our standpoint, relative growth rate of TV is reflected by age changes in TV most precisely. Tables 1 and 2 present these values calculated based on experimental data. Fig. 3 and 4 show graphs based both on experimental data and those resulted from smoothed curve in the method of sliding mean. In males, 3-20 years of age, relative growth rate of TV increased continuously and ranged from 2 % up to 12 %. After the age of 21 years, relative growth rate is reduced. There are some periods of accelerated TV growth observed:

1st period-at the age of 3-6 years,
2nd period-at the age of 10-21 years,
At the age from 10-15 years, relative rate increases more
rapidly than in the age interval from 15-21 years.

In females, relative growth rate of TV was as follows: at the age from 3-13 years it increases, and the age from 13-21 years it slowly goes down. However, at the age of 21 years a trend to a slight acceleration of TV growth occurs because of the presence of a considerable number of pregnant women and nursing mothers. As illustrated in the graph, in age periods from 3 up to 6 years and from 9 up to 13 years, relative growth rate increased most rapidly.

Thus, the study of age dynamics of changes in TV in healthy males and females allowed to conclude that TV increases up to 23-24 years in males and up to 21 years in females. Afterwards, no dynamics of change in thyroid volume were noted.

In males, relative growth rate of TV increased up to 21 years, in females up to 13 years.

Maximum absolute increase in TV was noted in males at the age between 13 and 21 years, in females at the age between 11 and 16 years.

Two main age periods of TV growth were established:

1st period-from 3 up to 6 years both in males and females:
2nd period-from 9 up to 16 years in females and from 10 to 21 years in males.

The further comparative study is reeded to confirm the effect of age on TV.
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